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design of engineering works in the coastal zone. We are primarily interested in noncohesive granular sediments. Physical properties of these sediments include:. 
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8 Coastal Zone Processes



The zone of interest in this chapter is that segment of the coast located between the oVshore point where shoaling waves begin to move sediment and the onshore limit of active marine processes. The latter is usually delineated by a dune Weld or cliV line, unless a line of structures is constructed along the coast. Most of the world’s coastlines consist of sandy beaches. In some locations the beach is covered partially or completely with coarser stone known as shingle. Many shorelines consist of long beaches occasionally interrupted be a river, coastal inlet, or rocky headland. In other locations there are short pocket beaches between large headlands that limit the interchange of sediment between adjacent beaches. Although sandy beaches predominate, some coastlines are fronted by steep cliVs at the water’s edge that may or may not have a small beach at their toe. Where wave and current action is relatively mild and a river provides large deposits of sediment a delta may extend seaward of the line of the coast. The emphasis in this chapter is on those sections of the coast having a sandy beach. Beach and nearshore sediments are continually responding to direct wave action, wave-induced littoral currents, currents induced by the wind and tide, and the wind directly. However, direct wave action and wave-induced littoral currents are usually the dominant factor in shaping beaches, except near coastal inlets where tide- and river-induced Xow will typically dominate. The stability of a section of sedimentary shoreline depends on a balance between the volume of sediment available to that section and the net onshore– oVshore and alongshore sediment transport capacity of waves, wind, and currents in that section. The shoreline may thus be eroding, accreting, or remaining in equilibrium. If equilibrium does exist, it is usually a ‘‘dynamic equilibrium’’ where the shoreline is responding to continuously variable winds, waves, and currents. Also, the supply of sediment to the beach is usually variable in time and space. Dynamic equilibrium usually means that the average shoreline position is relatively stable over a period of months or years while the instantaneous position undergoes short-term oscillations.
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Construction of structures, dredging of channels and harbors, beach nourishment with sand, and other projects in the coastal zone have often been carried out to limit or reverse shoreline erosion or accretion. At times, these projects have upset the existing dynamic equilibrium of adjacent shorelines. The result is a continuing shoreline change ultimately to reach a new equilibrium condition that may or may not be desirable. Coastal developments can aVect coastal zone processes by: (1) changing the rate and/or characteristics of sediment supplied to the coast, (2) adjusting the level of wave energy Xux to the coast, and (3) directly interfering with coastal sediment transport processes. Two examples of the Wrst eVect are the construction of a dam that traps sediment on a river that otherwise would deliver the sediment to the coast, and the periodic placement of sand on a beach, to nourish the beach. Examples of the second and third eVects respectively are: construction of a shore parallel oVshore breakwater that intercepts waves approaching the shore to, in turn, reduce the wave-induced alongshore sediment transport; and construction of a shore perpendicular groin across the surf zone to directly interrupt wave-induced alongshore sediment transport. This chapter Wrst considers the characteristics of the sediment on a beach. Then shore normal and alongshore transport processes and resulting beach changes, including those caused by structures, are presented. Numerical models for predicting beach change are discussed. Beach nourishment, sediment bypassing past shoreline obstructions, and dune stabilization are presented. The chapter is concluded with a discussion of the concept of a sediment budget for a coastal segment, a useful tool in understanding beach behavior. 8.1



Beach Sediment Properties and Analysis



Of greatest interest are those physical properties of beach sediments that control their response to wind, wave, and current action and, in turn, are important to the design of engineering works in the coastal zone. We are primarily interested in noncohesive granular sediments. Physical properties of these sediments include: 1. Petrology or chemical constituents of the sediment grains 2. SpeciWc gravity of the grain materials and the bulk speciWc weight of the granular mass 3. Bulk porosity and permeability of the granular mass 4. Grain shape 5. Representative grain sizes and size distribution For engineering purposes, the representative grain sizes and size distribution are the most important beach sediment properties and the only properties commonly measured and employed in deWning sediment properties.
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The common procedures for measuring sediment size and size distribution— namely sieving and settling tube analysis—include the eVects of some of the other properties. Sieving incorporates some aspects of grain shape and settling tube analysis incorporates grain shape and speciWc gravity. In the latter grain shape is incorporated in a better way in that the hydrodynamic behavior, as aVected by shape, comes into play. It can also be shown that the permeability of a granular soil mass is related to the sediment size and size distribution (e.g., see Krumbein and Monk, 1942). Most beach sands consist predominately of quartz (2.65 speciWc gravity) with smaller portions of feldspar (2.54 to 2.64 s.g.) and a small content of a variety of heavy minerals (s.g. greater than 2.87). In tropical regions such as Florida and the Caribbean, beach sands are commonly derived from shallow water reefs and are largely calcium carbonate (2.72 s.g.). Representative Size and Size Distribution Sediment grains found in the coastal zone will have a wide variety of shapes. Grain sizes are given as a grain diameter. Whether the grain size measurement was done by sieving or settling tube analysis will yield a slightly diVerent grain diameter for a given grain shape. The analysis technique should be considered when comparing grain size analyses. A full range of sediment sizes from clay (less than one micron diameter) to gravel and boulders (tens of centimeters diameter) may be found in the coastal zone. Except for shingle beaches, most beaches consist of sand with grain diameters typically between 0.1 and 1 mm. A number of formal sediment size classiWcations have been proposed; a commonly used classiWcation is that proposed by Wentworth (1922) and given in Table 8.1. Since most sediment sample size distributions are skewed with a preponderance of Wner sizes, the Wentworth scale is logarithmic with base 2. This allows a better deWnition of the Wner sizes. Many physical scientists deWne grain diameter by the phi unit f proposed by Krumbein (1936) and based on the Wentworth size classiWcation. For a grain diameter d given in mm, f ¼  log2 d



(8:1)



where the minus sign is used so the more common sand grain diameters having d > 1 mm will have a positive phi value. Wentworth size class boundaries are thus whole numbers in phi units. However, the phi unit system can cause some confusion because phi units increase with decreasing particle size and each whole number interval represents a diVerent range of particle sizes. The grain size distribution and representative grain sizes are best deWned by standard statistical techniques. Sediment sample size distributions are commonly represented by a cumulative size frequency distribution, which is a plot of the
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cumulative percent of the grains having a diameter that is coarser (or Wner) than a particular size versus grain size given either in mm or phi units. Figure 8.1 is an example of such a distribution for a beach sand sample. The important characteristics of a sediment sample cumulative size frequency distribution can generally be deWned by three statistical parameters: the central tendency (mean, median, or modal diameter), the dispersion or sorting (standard deviation), and the possible asymmetry (skewness). The median diameter is easiest to determine from a cumulative size frequency diagram and is less aVected by a small percentage of extremely large or small sizes than is the mean, so it is usually used to deWne central tendency. As sediment is transported down a river and deposited at the coast, the coarser sizes often remain behind in the river bed and the Wner sizes are usually deposited oVshore, so beach sediments are usually well sorted sand (i.e, have a relatively narrow size range). As discussed above, beach sand grain diameters are usually skewed toward the Wner sizes. The most commonly used parameter in engineering practice to deWne a beach sand sample is the median diameter d50 given in mm. For the sample depicted in Figure 8.1 d50 ¼ 0:23 mm. Several other descriptive measures, based on sediment
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Figure 8.1.



Plot of typical sand sample size analysis.



Table 8.2. Sediment Sample Descriptive Measures Measure Central tendency



Name Phi median diameter Phi mean diameter



Sorting



Phi deviation measure



Skewness



Phi skewness measure



DeWnition Mdf ¼ f50 1 Mf ¼ (f16 þ f84 ) 2 1 sf ¼ (f84  f16 ) 2 Mf  Mdf af ¼ sf



after Inman, 1952.



size analyses, have been proposed to deWne the central tendency, sorting and asymmetry of a sediment sample (see GriYths, 1967 for a listing and discussion of these parameters). One system commonly used in engineering practice was developed by Inmann (1952). A portion of this system is presented in Table 8.2 where
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f16 , f50 , and f84 are the 16, 50, and 84% coarser phi diameters from the cumulative frequency size distribution. In an arithmetic normal distribution the spacing between the 16th and the 84th percentiles is two standard deviations. This suggests the deWnition of the phi deviation measure, which indicates the spread or sorting of the sample from the median size. These percentiles are also used to deWne the phi mean diameter by averaging the phi value at two separated reasonably representative values. The phi skewness measure gives an indication of the displacement of the median value from the mean value and thus indicates the sample skewness. The phi deviation measure is used in the denominator so the phi skewness measure is independent of the actual sediment size. The descriptive measures deWned in Table 8.2, when evaluated for the sample described by Figure 8.1 yield Mdf ¼ 2:13 Mf ¼ (2:61 þ 1:01)=2 ¼ 1:81 sf ¼ (2:61  1:01)=2 ¼ 0:80 af ¼ (1:81  2:13)=0:80 ¼ 0:40 A discussion of beach sediment sampling and grain size analysis is presented in Chapter 9. 8.2



Beach ProWles and ProWle Change



Waves that reach a sandy shore, then break and run up on the beach face, will continually reshape the beach. This continuous reshaping occurs because the incident wave characteristics (height, period, and/or approach direction) are seldom constant for any signiWcant time span. Reshaping of the beach is caused by the wave-induced currents that develop in the surf zone and, by the direct action of the waves through turbulence generated by the breaking waves and the surge of water up and down the beach face. Concurrent reshaping of the beach owing to waveinduced sediment transport takes place both in the on-/oVshore directions and in the alongshore direction. Although these eVects occur together it is easier to consider them separately. This section focuses on the natural beach proWle geometry and the wave-induced changes that occur for a typical shore-normal beach proWle. Alongshore processes will be considered in the two subsequent sections. Mechanisms Causing Beach ProWle Change There are a number of mechanisms that can cause the transport of sand across a beach proWle. Some of these mechanisms will only transport sand in the oVshore direction leading to proWle retreat, while others will only transport sand onshore building up the proWle. And, there are mechanisms that can cause either proWle
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buildup or retreat depending on the wave and water level conditions, local beach slope and sand characteristics. These mechanisms are described below. .



As a wave propagates shoreward in the nearshore zone there is an asymmetry in the horizontal water particle velocities at the sea Xoor, with a higher and shorter duration onshore velocity under the wave crest and a lower and longer duration oVshore velocity under the wave trough. The resulting shear stress exerted on a bottom sand grain depends on the water particle velocity squared. Consequently, there will be a larger onshore stress followed by a signiWcantly lower oVshore stress. The net bottom stress will act in the onshore direction. The resulting onshore transport tendency is increased owing to the fact that a certain threshold stress must be exceeded for a bottom particle to move.



.



Beaches typically slope seaward across the entire proWle (except for a short segment on the landward face of oVshore bars). Thus, a component of gravity will typically act in the oVshore direction on a bottom sand grain.



.



Wave-induced setup in the surf zone will lead to a bottom return Xow in the seaward direction (undertow) that will exert a seaward stress on sand grains. Also, on a long segment of beach where a signiWcant alongshore current develops, there may be spatially periodic seaward Xowing rip currents (see Section 8.3) that can transport large volumes of beach sand seaward.



.



Turbulence caused by breaking waves in the surf zone will suspend sediment – the suspension being intermittent with the breaking of successive waves. The net transport of sand will be controlled by the net time-integrated horizontal Xow velocity during the interval of sediment suspension. This mechanism may transport sediment in either the onshore or oVshore direction.



.



Onshore winds will exert an onshore stress on the water surface and a consequent return Xow at the bottom that can assist in transporting sand seaward.



This summary indicates the complexity of mechanisms that operate to form a beach proWle and to establish the grain size distribution across this proWle. This complexity is compounded by the fact that the diVerent mechanisms have signiWcantly diVerent strengths and these relative strengths vary as the wave, wind and water level conditions vary. Beach proWles measured normal to the shoreline over the zone of active coastal processes are of great importance to coastal engineering studies. This active zonenormallyextendsfromtheonshorecliV,dune,orstructurelinetoapointoVshore where there is little signiWcant wave-induced sediment movement (at a typical depth of about10 m for theopenocean). Over this activezone aportionofthe beachproWle can change drastically in a few hours because of a sudden increase in wave activity. Beach proWle data are important for an understanding and quantiWcation of coastal zone processes and the related interaction of coastal structures with these
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processes. The total seasonal envelope of proWle change must be deWned, for example, for the design of such coastal structures as groins, piers, seawalls, and marine pipelines that cross the coastal zone, as well as for the establishment of coastal boundaries and the design of beach nourishment projects. Figure 8.2 shows typical somewhat idealized beach proWles. Progressing seaward from the dune, cliV, or structure line a beach proWle typically includes one or two relatively Xat berms that slope landward, a seaward sloping foreshore where the active wave runup on the beach face takes place, and a concave nearshore proWle, possibly having one or more breakpoint bars lying approximately parallel to the shore. The above assumes a suYciently wide beach for these features to develop. If the beach is narrow, the beach face may extend directly to the dune, cliV, or structure line. The dashed line in Figure 8.2 deWnes the proWle that would be established after a relatively long period of calm wave action. Sand is slowly transported landward to build the beach face in the foreshore zone and to extend the berm seaward, thus causing a steeper beach face proWle slope. With the appearance of higher and steeper waves common during a period of storm activity sand is transported seaward so the proWle can be expected to adjust to the form shown by the solid line. The beach proWle in the vicinity of the mean water level is thus cut back and the slope is Xaitened. A scarp will form at the edge of the berm. The sand transported oVshore will build a larger oVshore bar around the point of wave breaking. If the wave attack is severe or after a series of storms the proWle may be cut back to the dune or cliV line, causing recession of these features. At most coastal locations, storm waves predominate during the winter months and calmer waves occur during the summer. Thus, the terms winter and summer proWle are often used to deWne the two types of beach proWle. But hurricanes on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts and summer storms in the PaciWc southern hemisphere can cause the recession of the beach proWle during the summer.
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The beach berm is constructed during calm wave periods when waves run up on the beach face and deposit sand. Consequently, the elevation of the crest of the berm is closely tied to the mean elevation of wave runup as the beach face is building. The beach face slope, which varies with the steepness of the incident waves as discussed above, also depends on the sand size that constitutes the beach face. This is demonstrated in Figure 8.3, which is a plot of the beach face slope as a function of the median sand grain diameter (at the mid-tide elevation on the beach face) for high-energy and low-energy wave exposure. For the same incident wave energy level a beach made of a coarser sand will have a steeper beach face slope. Conversely, for a given sand size, beaches exposed to higher wave energy will have a Xatter beach face slope (as discussed above). For example, the beaches of the northern shores of New Jersey have typical average median grain diameters of around 0.4 to 0.5 mm and beach face slopes around 1:10 to 1:15, while the beaches on the southern shore (which have about the same wave exposure) have typical average median grain diameters of around 0.15 to 0.25 mm and, consequently, much Xatter slopes around 1:40. Nearshore bar geometry and spacing closely respond to the predominant wave action. With the occurrence of higher waves a bar will move seaward (as will the wave breaker line), and the size of the bar will grow. With the return of lower waves the bar may be stranded at its seaward position while a new smaller bar is
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Figure 8.3. Beach face slope versus median sand grain diameter for high and low wave energy exposure. (ModiWed from Wiegel, 1964.)
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formed closer to the shore. During extremely low waves no bars will be built. Shore parallel bars are also less common where the tide range is large. The occurrence of a calm or storm wave proWle depends on the beach sand properties as well as the incident wave characteristics. One relationship, derived from Kriebel et al. (1986), indicates that the parameter H0 =Vf T, where Vf , is the settling velocity of a sand grain in still water, appears to be a useful indicator of proWle characteristics. When the value of this parameter exceeds about 2 to 2.5 an erosive or storm wave proWle will develop whereas when the value of this parameter is less than about 2 to 2.5 the beach face accretes. A beach proWle may recede as much as 30 m in the landward direction during a single intense storm. If much of the beach sand is carried too far oVshore for subsequent return to the beach face and the nearshore zone by calm waves, and there is insuYcient net sand accumulation from alongshore transport processes, permanent recession of the shoreline will result. Seelig and Sorensen (1973) studied shoreline position changes during the past century at 226 points along the 650 km long Texas coast. The MLW shoreline position at 50% of the points showed a small rate of change of less than 2 m=year. But at 40% of the points a net shoreline recession in excess of 2 m/year, with extreme rates in excess of 10 m/year, was observed. The remaining 10% of the points, mainly near jettied inlet entrances, showed shoreline net advances in excess of 2 m/year. The sand size, as indicated by the median grain size for a sample, will vary along the beach proWle, particularly for beaches with coarse composite sizes. From a study of samples from several PaciWc coast beaches, Bascom (1951) found the sand to be the coarsest at the plunge point in the wave breaker zone where the highest turbulence levels occur. The next coarsest sand was found on the berms, likely because of the winnowing of Wner sizes by the wind. Where a dune Weld exists, the dune sand was progressively Wner in the landward direction. Sand grain sizes also progressively decreased in the seaward direction from the surf zone. In addition to wind wave-induced beach proWle changes, there will be a recession of the beach proWle if there is a relative rise in mean sea level as has been historically happening along most coastlines of the world. Besides the Xooding of a proWle caused by a relative rise in MSL, there will be an adjustment of the proWle as sand is transported oVshore and the MSL position on the beach face is shifted landward to produce a recession of the shoreline. Bruun (1962) discussed this process and presented a procedure to analyze the distance a shoreline will retreat owing to a given small rise in MSL. Weggel (1979) presents techniques for the practical application of the Bruun procedure. Equilibrium Beach ProWles As discussed above, as the wave and water level conditions vary, the beach proWle will respond by changing. A useful concept, however, is the equilibrium beach proWle. This is the mean proWle that would occur when proWles are
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measured over a period of several years. This concept is useful for a variety of coastal engineering analysis and design purposes including: .



Some numerical models for alongshore morphology change require a representative beach proWle.



.



When before and after beach proWles are required for the computation of beach nourishment volumes.



.



When analyses are to be conducted to deWne the impact of long term sea level change.



.



For analyses of the impact of coastal structures such as seawalls on the resulting beach proWle.



For example applications of the equilibrium beach proWle concept to the purposes listed above, see Dean (1991). The most common form of an equation to deWne the equilibrium beach proWle is z ¼ Axn where z is the depth below the mean water level for a given distance x oVshore. The power n is commonly taken as two-thirds based both on empirical data (Bruun, 1954 and Dean 1987) and on physical reasoning (see Dean and Dalrymple, 2002). The coeYcient A is related to the settling velocity of sand grains in water which, in turn, can be related to the sand grain particle diameter D. A useful relationship for A is A ¼ 0:21 D0:48 (Dean, 1987) where D is given in mm and A has the units of m1=3 . This equilibrium beach proWle equation deWnes a proWle that is concave and has an increasing slope at given point for increasing sand grain diameters. However, it also predicts an inWnite slope at the shoreline (x ¼ 0) so it should not be applied very close to the shoreline. Other more complex proWle form equations have been proposed that overcome this problem (see Komar, 1998). Beach ProWle Closure Depth Seaward of some point along a beach proWle in the oVshore direction there will be insigniWcant sand transport for a given wave condition. This point will be further oVshore for higher and longer period waves. However, for coastal engineering design, it is desirable to deWne a proWle closure depth at some oVshore point where there is negligible proWle change for some signiWcant level of wave action. DeWnition of this proWle closure depth is useful, for example, for establishing the seaward limit of the placement of beach sand during a beach nourishment project, deciding at what water depth a pipeline placed across the nearshore zone might no longer need to be buried, or deciding how far seaward to make beach proWle measurements for a beach monitoring program.
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Hallermeier (1977) deWned a closure depth dc that ‘‘gives a seaward limit to extreme surf-related eVects, so that signiWcant alongshore transport and intense onshore-oVshore transport are restricted to water depths less than dc .’’ This depth was developed from laboratory data and limited Weld data. Birkemeier (1985), using more extensive Weld data modiWed Halermeier’s formulation for closure depth to dc ¼ 1:75 Hs  57:9[H2s =gT2s ] where Hs is the extreme nearshore signiWcant wave height in meters exceeded 12 hours per year and Ts is the associated wave period. Birkemeier found that a reasonable Wt to the data can also be obtained by the simpler relationship dc ¼ 1:57Hs where Hs is again deWned as that height occurring on average 12 hours per year. It can be shown (U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center, 1985) that this relationship becomes dc ¼ 6:75Hs where Hs is now the mean average signiWcant wave height. Of course, a better way to determine the closure depth for a given coastal site is to accurately measure the beach proWle many times over the period of a year and determine the depth at which there are no signiWcant depth variations over that time period. 8.3



Nearshore Circulation



Sustained winds blowing along the coast will generate an alongshore coastal current. Propagation of the tide along the coast coupled with Coriolis acceleration will generate reversing coastal currents. The tide may also generate strong reversing currents at inlet, harbor, and estuary entrances. The ebb Xow of these currents may be supplemented by river and surface runoV. However, away from the immediate inXuence of tide-generated currents at coastal inlets, the dominant alongshore currents are those in the surf zone generated by waves breaking oblique to the shoreline. These wave-induced longshore currents and the associated surf zone wave-induced turbulence are responsible for most of the alongshore sediment transport in the nearshore zone. Figure 8.4 is a schematic plan view of a portion of the foreshore–nearshore zone with waves approaching at an angle to the shoreline, breaking and running up on the beach face. Also shown is the resulting longshore current velocity distribution, which extends from a point just seaward of the wave breaking line in to the beach face. The maximum current velocity is typically in the surf zone just inside of the breaker line.
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Figure 8.4.



Wave-generated longshore current.



Szuwalski (1970) presents the results of nearly 6000 longshore current velocity measurements made at a number of coastal locations in California. The vast majority of the measurements yielded velocities under 0.5 m/s with only occasional velocities reaching a value of 1 m/s. These values are consistent with results presented by Ingle (1966) and Komar (1975). Although these velocities are relatively low, the longshore current’s capacity to transport sediment is signiWcantly increased by the turbulence generated in the surf zone by wave breaking. The mechanism primarily responsible for wave-generated longshore currents is the alongshore component of radiation stress in oblique breaking waves. Also, variations in the alongshore distribution of wave breaker heights will cause alongshore variations in the surf zone wave setup and the generation of currents from areas of high waves to area of low waves. These two mechanisms may support or oppose each other in establishing a longshore current. On most sections of coastline, the former mechanism (oblique wave breaking) will predominate. Successive waves in a wave train will have diVerent heights and periods. Often the arriving waves consist of alternating groups of higher and lower waves, resulting in pulsating components of radiation stress. Thus, the wave-induced long-shore current often exhibits a pulsating behavior having a period of a few minutes. The most promising analytical approach to longshore current prediction is based on the work of Longuet-Higgins (1970). He equated the alongshore
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component of radiation stress with the bottom frictional resistance developed by the longshore current. A modiWed form of the Longuett-Higgins equation for longshore current velocity, based on calibration with Weld data, is given by the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (1984) as U ¼ 20:7 m(gHb )1=2 sin 2ab



(8:2)



In Eq. (8.2) U is the average longshore current velocity across the surf zone, m is the bottom slope in the surf zone, Hb is the wave breaker height, and ab is the wave breaker angle (see Figure 8.4). Although Eq. (8.2) is generally considered to be the best available for longshore current velocity prediction, the diVerence between predicted and observed velocities can exceed 50%. If there is a sustained alongshore wind, the wind stress acting on the surf zone can accordingly modify the wave-induced current. Likewise, an alongshore current just seaward of the surf zone can, through turbulent momentum exchange, modify the surf zone current. Example 8.3-1 A train of waves has a height of 1.3 m and an approach angle of 158 at the breaker line. The average beach slope in the surf zone is 1:30 (m ¼ 0:033). Estimate the alongshore Xow rate in the surf zone. Solution: From Eq. (2.68) the water depth at the breaker line will be approximately db ¼ Hb =0:9 ¼ 1:3=0:9 ¼ 1:44 m This assumes that the wave is a shallow water wave, a reasonable assumption in most cases. The width of the surf zone will then be 1.44(30) ¼ 43.2 m and the surf zone cross-section area will be 1:44(43:2)(0:5) ¼ 31:1 m2 . From Eq. (8.2) the average current velocity in the surf zone will be U ¼ 20:7(0:033)(9:82  1:3)0:5 sin 30 ¼ 1:22 m =s From continuity, the Xow rate will be the average velocity times the cross-section area or 1:22(31:1) ¼ 37:9 m3=s. If a longshore current is intercepted by a headland or a structure (e.g., groin or jetty) oriented normal to the shoreline, it will be deXected seaward as a rip current and dissipated. A new current will develop downcoast of the obstruction. Even on a long, relatively straight, uninterrupted shoreline the longshore current will often be interrupted by a seaward Xowing rip current that relieves the
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continuous accumulation of water in the surf zone. This is demonstrated in Figure 8.5. The rip current will likely be situated at a position of lower incident wave heights and will usually scour a seaward trough, helping to stabilize its position. Shorter period incident waves tend to produce more frequent but smaller rip currents. 8.4



Alongshore Sediment Transport Processes and Rates



The wave-induced current in the surf zone and the turbulence induced by wave breaking combine to cause alongshore sediment transport on beaches. Sand is transported both in suspension and along the bed (suspended and bed loads, respectively). The suspended load is relatively high where wave breaking is most active, i.e., near the breaker line for plunging breakers but more evenly spread across the surf zone for spilling breakers. In addition, the oblique wave runup and gravity-induced return Xow on the beach face (see Figure 8.4) cause a ‘‘zigzag’’ sand particle motion on the beach, with a net movement in the downcoast direction. For both the suspended and bed load transport modes, Wner sand sizes will be carried in larger volumes and over longer distances than coarser sizes. A consequence of this is that sediment from a particular point source (e.g., a stream entering the coast) will have successively Wner median diameters at greater downcoast distances from the source. When considering longer term longshore sediment transport rates (volume per time, typically per year), it is important for coastal engineering design to distinguish between the net and gross rates at a particular coastal location. The annual directional distribution of the alongshore component of wave energy Xux and the resulting sediment transport rate distribution will commonly be divided in the upcoast and downcoast directions. (The direction of predominant transport
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being termed the downcoast direction.) The annual directional distribution of wave energy may cause the transport rate in one direction to be so predominant that the gross transport is just slightly larger than the net transport rate. On the other hand, the transport rates may be approximately equal in both the upcoast and downcoast directions so that a large gross transport rate may produce a net transport rate near zero. Longshore transport rates are usually given as annual volumes of transported sediment, but it must be remembered that the shorter term rates can be extremely variable, exceeding the average annual rate by several times during a storm and falling to near zero during the periods of low incident waves. Seasonal variations (often summer versus winter) can also be quite variable both in rate and direction. In addition, annual transport rates can be quite variable from year to year owing to Xuctuations in the wave climate, modiWcations to coastal structures that impact the transport rate, and variations in the volume of sediment available from a major source (e.g., a river that has large Xood Xows only periodically and is nearly dry the remainder of the time). Longshore Transport Rates Some average annual net longshore transport rates and directions are listed in Table 8.3 to demonstrate the order of magnitude and variability of transport rates on U.S. beaches. These rates have been obtained from Army Corps of Engineers project reports and U.S. Congress House Documents, and were summarized in the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (1984). It should be noted that some of the rates (especially along the New Jersey coast, e.g., see Sorensen, 1990) no longer occur owing to the construction of structures that have limited sediment sources and controlled longshore transport. Some of the variability in rates for nearby locations is due to the fact that the rates were averages determined for diVerent time spans. The net rate of 765,000 m3 =year at Oxnard Plain Shore is also essentially the gross rate, as transport is strongly unidirectional. On the other hand, the Gulf shore at Corpus Christi is near a converging nodal point where the net transport is near zero, but the gross transport rate is estimated to be around 550,000 m3 =year. Many of the transport rates listed in Table 8.3 were determined primarily by hydrographic surveys of the volume of sand trapped upcoast or eroded downcoast of a groin, jetty, or other structure that creates a barrier to littoral sediment transport. The rate at Sandy Hook was determined by surveys of the rate of growth of Sandy Hook, a terminal spit. Some of the rates may be underestimates because most structures do not act as complete barriers to longshore transport. Transport rate estimates have also been made from periodic dredging records at harbor entrances where a dredged entrance channel crosses the surf zone and is suYciently wide and deep to act essentially as a sediment trap.
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Estimated Net Longshore Transport Rates and Directions



Location Sandy Hook, NJ Asbury Park, NJ Shark River, NJ Manasquan, NJ Barnegat Inlet, NJ Absecon Inlet, NJ Cold Spring Inlet, NJ Ocean City, MD Atlantic Beach, NC Hillsboro Inlet, FL Pinellas County, FL Perdido Pass, AL Santa Barbara, CA Oxnard Plain Shore, CA Port Hueneme, CA Santa Monica, CA El Segundo, CA Camp Pendleton, CA Milwaukee County, WI Racine County, WI Kenosha, WI



Net Rate(m3/yr)



Direction



355,000 153,000 229,000 275,000 191,000 306,000 153,000 115,000 22,500 57,000 38,000 153,000 214,000 765,000 382,000 206,000 124,000 76,000 6,000 31,000 11,000
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Functional design of many coastal projects requires that estimates of the local net and gross longshore sediment transport rate be made. Examples of these types of projects include the design of a system to mechanically bypass sediment past some obstruction such as a harbor entrance, or estimation of future periodic maintenance dredging requirements for a channel that is to be dredged across the surf zone. These estimates can often be made in one of the following ways: 1. If the longshore transport rate has been established at a nearby location with similar beach characteristics, shoreline orientation, and annual wave climate, this rate can be adapted to the project site with possible modiWcations to adjust for local conditions. This requires good engineering judgment because the transport rate can change signiWcantly over short distances along the coast as well as with the passage of time. The establishment of a sediment budget for the local coastal area (see Section 8.9) can be helpful in this eVort. 2. If there are nearby traps to littoral transport and data deWning the induced beach changes that have occurred over a period of time are available or can
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be collected, transport estimates can be made. When evaluating these data to estimate the transport rate, due consideration must be given to the eVectiveness of the trap and the seasonal and long-term variability of the transport rate that can occur. 3. A number of longshore transport rate formulas have been established that relate the transport rate to the incident wave climate and beach characteristics (see Horikawa, 1988 for a summary). To establish the transport rate at a site using these equations the wave climate (wave height and direction) for at least a year should be determined from wave measurements and/or wave hindcasts. The best known and easiest to apply longshore transport formula is the CERC formula (U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center, 1984). Also see Bodge and Kraus (1991) for a discussion of this formula. The volumetric longshore sediment transport rate Q is given by Q¼K



rﬃﬃﬃ 5=2 g Hb sin 2ab g 16(s  1)a0



(8:3)



where g is the ratio of wave height to water depth at breaking which may be taken as 0.9, a’ is the ratio of solid to total volume for the sediment and may be taken as 0.6 if better information is not available, and s is the sediment speciWc gravity which may be taken as 2.65 if better information is not available. Hb is the wave breaker height, commonly taken as the signiWcant wave height at breaking. K is a coeYcient commonly taken as 0.32 for typical beach sands. For much coarser shingle beaches the appropriate value of K would be much smaller (possibly by a factor of 10 to 20). It should be noted that the transport rate given by Eq. (8.3) is the potential transport rate, meaning that it is the transport rate if sand is available across the entire surf zone to be transported. For example, at some Caribbean beaches that consist of a narrow beach fronted by fringing coral reefs over a portion of the surf zone, the actual transport rate is often much smaller than the rate given by Eq. (8.3). There is also some indication that the coeYcient K varies with the wave breaker type and beach slope (see Bodge and Kraus, 1991).



Example 8.4-1 During the peak of a storm, waves approach a beach with their crests oriented at an angle of 128 with the shoreline and a signiWcant wave height of 2.1 m at the breaker line. Estimate the hourly potential longshore transport rate at this site during the storm peak.
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Solution: Using Eq. (8.3) with the suggested values for the various coeYcients and other parameters yields Q¼



0:32 16



rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 9:81 (2:1)5=2 sin 24 0:9 (2:65  1)0:6



¼ 0:173 m3 =s(623 m3 =hour)



8.5



Shore Response to Coastal Structures



Structures are constructed in the coastal zone primarily to stabilize or expand a segment of the beach, to protect the coastline in the lee of the structure from wave-induced damage and Xooding, to protect and stabilize navigable entrance channels, and to provide a sheltered area for moored vessels. In essentially all cases these structures interact with the active wave, current, and resulting sediment transport processes in the vicinity of the structure. For discussion purposes most of these structures can be grouped into three classes: (1) structures constructed essentially perpendicular to the shoreline and attached to the shore, (2) structures constructed essentially parallel to the shore on the beach face or berm, and (3) structures constructed oVshore essentially parallel to the shoreline, and commonly segmented. Shore-Perpendicular Structures This class of structures includes groins that trap sediment being transported along the coast in the surf zone or sediment that has been mechanically placed on the beach where there is a potential for longshore transport and jetties, which are typically more massive than groins, extend further seaward, and are constructed to stabilize and protect a navigable channel across the coastline. Figure 8.6 shows, in plan view, the shoreline response to a single shore perpendicular structure exposed to waves arriving from the dominant direction shown. Depending on the width of the surf zone the structure may trap some or most of the longshore sediment transport. This will cause an upcoast accumulation of sediment (A) plus the deposition of sediment at (B) owing to the rip current that will develop along the upcoast face of the structure. Downcoast of the structure (C) the beach will erode to satisfy the potential sediment transport capacity of the waves at that point. Both upcoast and downcoast of the structure, the shoreline will adjust so that it will parallel the incoming wave crest positions as aVected by refraction and diVraction. Some sediment will be transported past the structure as the upcoast segment of the beach is Wlling, particularly if the crest
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Figure 8.6.



Shore response to placement of a shore-perpendicular structure.



of the structure is not too high and/or the structure is somewhat permeable to sand movement. After the upcoast beach segment is full all of the longshore transport will pass either through, over, or around the structure, some of it being deposited oVshore downcoast of the structure and the remainder of the sediment being transported to and along the shore. Usually, the wave direction and breaker height are continually changing so complete equilibrium between the incident wave crest and the shoreline orientation is never completely achieved. The beach is continually adjusting to the changing wave characteristics. However, if the waves come from one predominant direction with only occasional reverses, the resulting shoreline will closely approximate that shown in Figure 8.6. Waves from the other direction would transport sediment back toward the structure to form the Wllet at D which would be diYcult to remove when the waves return to the predominant direction. The amount of sediment that passes a Wlled structure and returns to the downcoast shore depends on how much sediment moves over and through the Wlled structure and how long the structure is compared to the width of the surf zone (which varies with the incident wave height and tide range). The recommended design proWle for a groin consists of a horizontal crest across the beach berm to the seaward extent to which it is desired to retain sand, followed by an intermediate downward sloping section paralleling the beach face to a second horizontal section out to the end of the groin and set at MLW or MLLW (U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center, 1984). The groin essentially acts as a template for the desired beach proWle just upcoast of the groin. A shoreline response similar to that shown in Figure 8.6 would also develop at a pair of jetties constructed at the entrance to a harbor or interior bay. A portion of the sediment that moves past the oVshore end of the upcoast jetty would be transported further oVshore if there is a suYciently strong tidal ebb current.



Coastal Zone Processes / 267 A tidal Xood current will transport some of the bypassing sediment into the harbor or bay. Since the purpose of a jetty system is not to trap longshore sediment transport and jetties are typically much longer than groins, a mechanical sediment bypassing system may be necessary. A common method of preventing beach erosion or rebuilding eroded beaches is to construct a series of groins along the shore to trap and hold existing longshore transport and/or to be artiWcially Wlled with sand (Figure 8.7). A system of groins can be constructed one section at a time by beginning at the downcoast end and adding new groins as the spaces between the older groins are Wlled with sand. If the entire system is constructed at one time, the updrift groins will Wll Wrst, and the shoreline between the remaining groins will adjust to the incident waves and subsequently Wll as sediment begins to bypass the upcoast groins. Remember, erosion will occur downcoast of the groin system at a rate approximately equal to the rate of sediment deposition in the system (in addition to any natural net erosion that was occurring at the site prior to groin construction). Because of this downcoast erosion it may be desirable to artiWcially Wll the groin system with sand (see Section 8.7). A groin system will not interfere with the on-/oVshore transport of sand that occurs with the arrival of calm/storm wave conditions and that may produce a net longer term erosion or accretion. The common ratio of groin spacing to length (MSL shoreline to seaward end) is between 1.5:1 and 4:1, the ratio depending on the resulting shoreline orientation which in turn depends on the angle of incidence of the dominant waves. A design engineer must consider the annual range of incident wave conditions and, from this, anticipate the resulting range of shoreline positions that will develop. It is important that the groins not be Xanked by erosion at the landward end, particularly when newly constructed upcoast groins temporarily deny littoral drift to a downcoast segment or when extensive erosion occurs downcoast of the last groin in a system. Shore-Parallel Onshore Structures Seawalls, revetments, and bulkheads constitute this class of coastal structures. Seawalls are massive structures that primarily rely on their mass for stability. Examples are stone mounds and monolithic concrete structures similar to the seawall at Galveston, Texas. Revetments (see Figure 7.5) are an armoring veneer
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Figure 8.7.



Shore response to a series of shore-perpendicular structures.
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on a beach face or sloping bluV and are typically installed where the wave climate is milder than where seawalls are employed. Bulkheads are a vertical wall with tiebacks into the soil placed behind the bulkhead. They function more as an earth retaining structure than as a structure designed primarily to withstand wave attack. See the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (1984) for examples of these structures. This class of structures is designed primarily to protect the shore landward of the structure and typically will have little eVect on the adjacent upcoast and downcoast areas. However, if they are built to maintain a section of shoreline in an advanced position, this outward jutting section of the shoreline will act as a headland and may trap some portion of the longshore sediment transport. The upcoast and downcoast ends of these structures must tie into a noneroding portion of the shore or must be protected by end walls so the structure is not Xanked by the erosion of adjacent beaches. When storm waves arrive, the beach proWle in front of these structures will be cut back as depicted in Figure 8.2 with the wave agitation caused by the structure often increasing the amount of proWle cutback over that which would occur at a nonstructured proWle. The amount of beach face proWle cutting that occurs would likely be greater at a vertical-faced solid structure than at a sloped stone mound structure owing to the higher wave reXection of the former. For this reason, the toe of these structures must be placed suYciently deep into the beach face or stabilized by placing a stone mat or vertical cutoV wall at the toe. When calm waves return the beach in front of the structure will usually rebuild to its prestorm condition. A shore parallel onshore structure will impact littoral processes in two ways. By preventing erosion of the shore it limits this section of the shore as a possible source of sediment for longshore transport. If the structure is built seaward of the water line it will reduce the size and transporting capacity of the surf zone, unless the increased surf zone wave agitation due to the structure counteracts this eVect. Shore-Parallel OVshore Structures Figure 8.8 shows, in plan view, a shore-parallel oVshore breakwater and the refraction/diVraction pattern that develops in the lee of the structure for oblique incident waves. Also shown are the original shoreline and the resulting shoreline caused by the modiWed wave pattern. The oblique waves produce longshore transport from the readers left to right. The reduced wave energy in the lee of the structure diminishes the longshore transport capacity of the waves causing a shoreline bulge (salient) in the lee of the structure. The waves shape the salient to parallel the dominant incoming wave crests. A sediment budget for the vicinity of the structure requires that the sand deposited to form the salient be made up for by downcoast erosion. The volume of sand trapped by the structure depends on the length of the structure, its distance oVshore compared to the width of the surf zone, and whether energy is transmitted over or through the structure.
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Shore response to a shore-parallel oVshore structure.



OVshore breakwaters have been constructed for beach stabilization, both for nourished and unnourished beaches. This may typically involve the construction of a series of breakwaters with intervening gaps having a length about equal to the length of the breakwaters. Often oVshore breakwaters are constructed with their crest at or below MLW. These structures are less expensive and more aesthetic to the environment. Low waves propagate over the structure but the higher storm waves break at the structure so their capacity to erode a beach or damage shore facilities is greatly reduced. For additional guidance on the functional design of oVshore breakwaters see Rosati and Truitt (1990) and Rosati (1990). 8.6



Numerical Models of Shoreline Change



Figure 8.9 shows an idealized short section of the active portion of a sandy beach from the berm down to the oVshore point at which longshore transport processes are no longer active. The volume of the segment would be h(dx) dy. An equation of continuity for the sediment in the beach section can be written that equates the net longshore transport into and out of the section with the change in beach section volume. This is   @Q h dx dy dx ¼ Q Qþ @x dt or dQ dy þh ¼0 dx dt



(8:4)
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Figure 8.9.



Shore segment for sediment continuity equation development.



Equation (8.4) simply says that the advance or retreat of the shoreline (dy/dt) is related to the net change in longshore transport (dQ/dx) across that section. The longshore transport rate at any point along a beach can be determined from Eq. (8.3). The change in transport rate across the beach section could be caused by a change in the breaker wave height or by a change in the wave breaker angle relative to the shoreline orientation. The latter could arise because of a change in the approaching wave direction across the beach section and/or because of a change in the shoreline orientation from one end to the other end of the section. Equations (8.3) and (8.4) have been used as a basis for simple numerical models of shoreline change (see Hanson, 1989 and Hanson and Kraus, 1989 for a commonly used model). The shoreline in question is divided into numerous short segments (dx) which may include structures such as groins. With the oVshore wave climate (average wave height, period, direction for a time interval) and nearshore hydrographic data the waves can be refracted to the shoreline. From this, the longshore transport rate at the boundary of each segment can be calculated. Then Eq. (8.4) yields the resulting advance or retreat of the shoreline in that segment over the time interval dt. With the new shoreline position at all segments at the end of the time interval, the process is repeated. These shoreline change models are typically run to investigate shoreline change over distances of from one to tens of kilometers and for time intervals of months to longer than 10 years. These models, which are commonly referred to as one-line models, do not consider onshore/oVshore sediment transport across the beach proWle. More sophisticated N-line models which also attempt to account for across-shore processes have been developed (see Perlin and Dean, 1983, for example). In these models the beach proWle is divided into N segments
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and the continuity of sediment transport equation is written for transport in both the x and y directions. A transport prediction equation is required for both alongshore and onshore/oVshore to operate the model. The model output is the change in the shoreline with time at each of the N proWle segments along the entire alongshore section of shoreline being studied. A wide variety of more sophisticated numerical models for beach processes and resulting shoreline change are continuously being developed and used in design analysis. They Wnd particular application for smaller spatial and time scales (e.g. for evaluating shoreline response over a few hundred meters to a few kilometers during one storm or a few weeks time interval). The most sophisticated models are three-dimensional beach evolution models. An example is the model employed by Shimzu, et al. (1990). First, the model calculates the nearshore distribution of wave heights and directions including the eVects of refraction, shoaling, diVraction, and breaking. Then, the spatial distribution of radiation stresses is determined from the wave Weld in order to predict the current Weld including that in the vicinity of structures. Finally, bottom elevation changes are determined by computing the sediment transport spatial distribution owing to the wave- and current-induced bottom shear stress. A variety of quasi-three dimensional models have also been developed that simplify computational requirements by employing some two-dimensional aspects. Examples are Briand and Kamphius (1990) and Larson et al. (1990). Another useful class of numerical models for shoreline change are those that deWne just the wave-induced change in a beach proWle at a point along the shore (see Larson et al., 1988, Hedegaard, et al., 1991 and Nairn and Southgate, 1993, for example). These models are particularly valuable in predicting the retreat of a beach/dune proWle and the related oVshore bar development owing to storm wave attack and the related rise in mean water level due to storm surge. They are based on a shore-normal sediment transport mechanism due to wave attack coupled with a mass conservation relationship for beach sand on the proWle. The models are typically calibrated with beach proWle data taken before, during (in wave tanks), and after periods of storm wave activity. 8.7



Beach Nourishment and Sediment Bypassing



An important component of many beach expansion projects for recreation and/or shore protection involves the mechanical placement of sand on the beach. Beach nourishment involves the transfer of sand from some source to the beach that is to be nourished. If the sand source is a deposit of longshore drift and the transfer involves placement of this sand at some point downcoast of the obstruction that caused the deposition, this form of beach nourishment is commonly called sediment bypassing. Both beach nourishment and sediment bypassing projects often involve the construction of structures to improve the eYciency of the project.
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Sand bypassing and beach nourishment, particularly when extensive structures are not constructed to hold the sand at the point of placement, must usually be carried out periodically for the life of the project. This may still be the most economical solution to a problem. The bottom line is to achieve the lowest cost per meter of nourished beach per year over the project life. Beach Nourishment The primary sources of sand for beach nourishment are: oVshore deposits, deposits in bays and estuaries, land quarries, and deposits at navigation entrances. Often, sand borrowed from bays and estuaries is very fine and thus not suYciently stable for placement on a beach with ocean wave exposure. The last source involves removal of sand deposited in the navigation channel or upcoast of jetties constructed to stabilize the channel. Placement of sand would be on a downcoast beach that is eroded owing to the sand being removed from the littoral zone by the navigation entrance. The types of structures most commonly employed with a beach nourishment project are groins or, to a lesser extent, segmented oVshore breakwaters. When these structures are constructed to stabilize a beach, it was noted above that as they are naturally Wlled by longshore transport of sand, the downcoast area may seriously erode until natural bypassing of the structures commences. This can be alleviated by the immediate nourishment of the beach in the areas where natural deposition is expected. A cost-eVective source of borrow material for beach nourishment must have a suitable particle size distribution for the wave climate and beach slope at the nourishment location. The coarser the borrow material the more stable it will be, and thus the more cost eVective it will be. Coarser sand will form a steeper proWle, and if too coarse may be undesirable for recreational beaches. The sand must not contain undesirable contaminants and, for recreational beaches the color of the sand may be important. Removal of the sand should not cause environmental or ecological problems at the borrow site. The most common sand transfer procedure is to remove the sand by a dredge and transport it by pipeline or barge to the nourishment site. Shorter transport distances will decrease costs, as will borrow sites where a dredge can operate without signiWcant down time owing to high wave action. Borrow areas in deeper water may involve larger unit costs owing to limitations on the dredges that are available for sand removal. The design beach Wll proWle at the nourishment site usually includes extension of the berm to achieve the desired beach width and then a seaward slope to below MLW that is typically steeper than the natural slope at the site. Allowance must be made for the subsequent natural reshaping of the beach proWle by wave action. And, if structures are not in place to control longshore transport of sand, the beach area at the ends of the Wll area will lose sand to downcoast



Coastal Zone Processes / 273 beaches, which may be a desirable process. Some beach Wll projects, where there is a strong net littoral drift in a particular direction, will include the placement of excess sand at the updrift end to act as a sand supply reservoir. To quantify the volume of sand needed for a nourishment site, besides the design Wll proWle, one must deWne the overWll required to allow for subsequent removal of the Wner sizes of the Wll material owing to winnowing by wave action. A model for predicting an overWll factor was developed by James (1975) and is presented in the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (1984). This factor is the estimated number of cubic meters of Wll material required to produce one cubic meter of beach material when the Wlled beach has come to equilibrium. The model is based on the sediment size distributions of the samples from the borrow area and the natural beach where the Wll is to be placed. Although this model is used in practice it is based on some somewhat arbitrary assumptions on the behavior of the Wll material and it has not been well evaluated in practice. As noted above, it is commonly necessary to maintain a beach nourishment project by subsequent periodic renourishment of the beach. In order to evaluate the performance of the initial beach nourishment eVort and to guide the timing, location and required sediment volumes for the periodic renourishment, a beach monitoring program should be established. This would, at a minimum, require periodic surveys of the beach topography and hydrography (see Section 9.4). Additional monitoring activities might include nearshore wave measurements, sand sample analysis, and aerial photographs. For additional discussion on the technical as well as the economic and political aspects of beach nourishment the reader is referred to the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (1984), Marine Board, National Research Council (1995), Simm et al. (1996), and Dean (2002). Sediment Bypassing Often a shoreline harbor or a jettied navigation channel entrance will, as a consequence of structures and a channel being constructed across the surf zone, trap sediment that otherwise would be transported downcoast. To alleviate the resulting downcoast erosion and/or the unwanted sediment deposition in the harbor or entrance channel, it becomes necessary to mechanically bypass sediment past the harbor or channel entrance. Sediment bypassing is most often accomplished on either an intermittent or continuous basis with a Xoating hydraulic dredge and a discharge pipeline that extends to the downcoast sediment discharge point. Bypassing has also been accomplished by trucking the sediment past a channel entrance and by a permanently installed pumpout system that can reach the deposited sediment and pass it through a pipeline to the discharge point. Often the design of a project, where a need for sediment bypassing is anticipated, will include structures that force the sediment to deposit in a well-deWned
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deposition basin and protect the dredge from wave attack. Most hydraulic dredges become much less eYcient when exposed to even moderate wave action which causes the intake line to lift oV of the sea Xoor. There will be some natural bypassing of most obstructions. It is important to locate and size the deposition basin so as much natural bypassing as possible takes place and so that there is no undesired deposition in the adjacent harbor or entrance channel. When the gross longshore transport rate greatly exceeds the net transport rate it is most desirable, but not always possible, that the bypassing system be designed to only bypass the net rate. The design of a sediment bypassing system requires that the following basic information be determined: 1. The incident wave climate must be established. This is important for the functional and structural design of any structures. And it is important for the establishment of annual net and gross longshore sediment transport rates. It is also desirable to establish whether transport direction reversals are short term in duration or longer term like seasonal reversals. In addition, the volumes of sand that might be deposited in a deposition basin during a single major storm should be estimated. 2. The surf zone dimensions and position must be determined as this is where the longshore transport takes place. This will depend on the beach slope, the distribution of incident wave breaker heights, and the tide range. 3. Any tidal or other current Xow patterns in the vicinity of the deposition basin must be determined. 4. If a dredge is to be used, the capacities of available dredges must be established. Figure 8.10 illustrates the more common types of sand bypassing systems in use. For a more detailed discussion of these various systems including some examples of each, see the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (1984). Figure 8.10 (upper left) illustrates the classic example of an updrift Wllet forming and growing until sediment moves past the channel entrance. Some of this sediment is carried into the entrance channel on Xood tide and some is lost to the littoral zone when it is transported oVshore on the ebb tide. Simple bypassing operations including trucking, a dredge that cuts its way into the Wllet from the lee side, or a Wxed pumping plant have been used to bypass sand to the downcoast side of the entrance. For this condition, if the channel entrance geometry permits, it is best to allow the sediment to deposit in the channel where a dredge can safely operate to transport the sediment to the discharge area. This allows as much natural bypassing as possible but sand jetted oVshore by an ebb tide is not trapped for bypassing.
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Figure 8.10. Typical sand bypassing systems. (ModiWed from U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center, 1984.)



At a harbor with a shore-connected breakwater (Figure 8.10 lower left), the longshore drift will eventually move into the harbor entrance to form a depositional spit at the end of the breakwater. The breakwater and spit will protect a dredge operating in their lee to maintain the harbor entrance and mooring areas. Figure 8.10 (upper right) shows an eVective but capital expensive bypassing system in which an oVshore breakwater causes a sediment deposition zone and provides a sheltered area for a dredge to operate. The breakwater can also be placed to provide additional shelter from wave attack for the channel entrance and interior. The system depicted in Figure 8.10 (lower right) consists of a weir (with a crest elevation at or near MSL) at the shoreward end of the upcoast jetty, which, in
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turn, is oriented to create a protected deposition basin in the lee of the weir and jetty. The weir is positioned to cross the surf zone so much of the sand reaching it moves over the weir into the deposition basin. It is important that tidal/river Xow not cause the dredged navigation channel to migrate into the deposition basin. 8.8



Wind Transport and Dune Stabilization



In addition to the sand transported by waves and littoral currents, signiWcant volumes of sand from the beach face and backshore can be transported by the wind. Where there is a wide beach, a predominant onshore wind as is common in many areas, and low coastal topography, wind transported sand can develop a major dune system extending landward from the beach berm. (see Figure 8.1). The dunes, called foredunes, are continuous irregular mounds of sand situated adjacent and parallel to the beach. A well-established dune system functions as a reservoir that can nourish a beach when the dunes are attacked by waves at higher water levels, and as a shore protection and Xooding prevention structure as they yield to wave attack during a storm. Field and laboratory studies indicate that there are three mechanisms responsible for the transport of sediment by wind: 1. Saltation. Particles rise from the bed surface at a nearly vertical (slightly downwind) angle, travel forward in an arc, and land at a Xat (108 to 158) angle at a point 6 to 10 times the arc height downwind. Upon landing, they may jump or saltate again, or they may dislodge other particles that then saltate. The maximum elevation particles achieve is usually less than 0.5 m but may reach 1 m. Saltation is usually the predominant mode of sand transport by wind, often accounting for up to 80% of the total transport load. 2. Surface creep. About 25% or less of the wind load is transported by surface sliding or rolling of the particles in essentially continuous contact with the bed. This involves the larger sand grains and the driving forces are wind shear stress and the impact of saltating particles. 3. Suspension. Owing to the low relative density of air, a negligible volume of sand size particles is carried by turbulent suspension. Dust and other Wne particle sizes not commonly found on a beach can be transported long distances at relatively high altitudes by turbulent suspension. There is a threshold wind velocity below which sand will not be transported by the wind. This threshold velocity and subsequent sand transport rate depend on the grain size distribution, moisture content of the sand bed, wind vertical velocity proWle, wind gustiness, sand bed slope, and the existence of vegetation. Several semi-empirical predictor equations for the wind transport rate have been developed (see Horikawa, 1988 for a summary and discussion of these
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equations). These equations generally relate the transport rate to a representative grain diameter and the wind shear velocity (square root of the wind-induced shear stress divided by the air density), and contain empirical coeYcients that relate to the grain size distribution and other factors. These equations are based on Weld and lab measurements, generally with dry sand and not-too-irregular topography. Often, high wind speeds at the coast occur during storms when there is accompanying precipitation. Given this and the approximate nature of the results given by the available transport formulas, it is generally diYcult to calculate long-term wind transport rates at the coast. The development of a strong and continuous foredune system immediately adjacent to the beach is very desirable where space permits and an adequate supply of sand is being transported landward by the wind. This can be assisted by the installation of semiporous fencing (highway snow fencing) or by the planting of vegetation (particularly beach grasses) to trap sand. Both are particularly eVective because of the saltation and surface creep transport mechanisms, which limit sand transport to a region of a meter or less from the beach surface. Recommended practices for fence construction and grass selection, planting, and care are presented in the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (1984). When planted in suYcient quantity and cared for (e.g., prohibit walking on dunes), grasses will continuously trap sand as they grow and the dunes increase in size. ProWle data taken at several beaches show dune crest elevations growing at an average rate of about a half meter per year for several years to reach elevations of 3 to 8 m. Fences are less desirable because fencing must be added as dunes grow and the fences deteriorate and become aesthetically less pleasing. In some locations, where a protective dune Weld must rapidly be established, the dunes were built with earth moving equipment and then stabilized by planting vegetation. 8.9



Sediment Budget Concept and Analysis



In some coastal areas continuous longshore transport of sand can take place over very great distances. However, in many areas sand is transported only short distances alongshore from its source or sources before being deposited at one or more semipermanent locations known as sinks. An improved qualitative, and often quantitative, understanding of the littoral processes in a coastal area can often be accomplished by constructing a sediment budget for that area. This involves deWning and quantifying, as well as possible, all of the sediment sources and sinks within the study area for the sand being transported alongshore and relating these to the transport into and out of the area at the area boundaries. If these sources, sinks, and transport rates can be adequately quantiWed (e.g., cubic meters of sand per year) then a quantitative sediment budget can be developed.
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Common sand sources include: 1. Rivers. Many rivers discharge sediment to the coast on a regular basis, but some rivers are ephemeral and deposit sediment only during periods of heavy precipitation. Much of the sediment load from a river may be Wner than the sand size range and will remain in suspension until deposited oVshore. Rivers that discharge into estuaries or large bays may have most of the sand size particles deposited before reaching the shore. Dams and erosion control projects on a river watershed may greatly diminish the amount of beach sand contributed to the coast. 2. Beach and cliV erosion. In many areas the main source of sand in the littoral zone is a section of the beach and/or cliVs that is eroding. CliV erosion usually occurs during storms when any fronting beach is cut back so waves can attack the toe of the cliV. Only a portion of the sediment contributed by the eroding cliVs may be in the beach sand size range. 3. ArtiWcial beach nourishment. Periodic nourishment of the beach in a study area may be the primary source of sand in an area that suVers a deWciency of sand. 4. Nearshore reefs. In tropical climates beaches often consist primarily of sand (calcium carbonate) derived from nearshore reefs constructed by marine life. The reefs also act to shelter the beach from wave attack. Common sinks include: 1. Tidal entrances. Harbor, bay, and estuary entrances with tide-generated reversing Xows can trap large volumes of sediment on both the landward and seaward ends of the entrance. The Xood tide carries sediment through the entrance where it is deposited in quieter waters. The ebb tide jet may carry sediment far enough oVshore to be eVectively removed from the littoral zone. 2. Structures. Structures such as groins, jetties, and breakwaters that purposely or inadvertently trap sand will act as a sink while the upcoast Wllet is forming. Natural bypassing of the structure will develop after the structure is Wlled. 3. Wind transport. At most coastal locations the dominant transport of sand by wind is from the beach berm to the dune Welds where the sand may be stabilized by vegetation. Dune overwash during a storm may permanently remove sand from the littoral zone. 4. OVshore deposition. Storm wave attack on a beach may carry some sand suYciently far oVshore that it is not returned to the beach during calm wave conditions.
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5. Natural formations. These include depositional features such as spits (A in Figure 8.11) that grow from the shore in the downcoast direction or submarine canyons that lie close to the shore and transport sand oVshore. 6. Beach mining. Sand is a valuable natural resource in many coastal areas. As a consequence it has been mined from the beach for use elsewhere. For an illustration of the sediment budget concept consider the hypothetical coastal segment depicted in Figure 8.11. This coastal segment consists of a line of eroding cliVs from B to D, a river discharging to the coast (E), and a straight segment of sandy beach from F to H. The dominant waves approach the coast in the direction shown. As the cliVs erode, the sand-sized material in the cliVs contributes sand to the littoral zone. Periodic aerial photographs and/or land surveys of the cliVs combined with samples to determine the size distribution of the cliV material would quantify the amount of beach sand being contributed to the littoral zone. A diverging nodal zone would be located around C with the sand contributed by the cliVs being transported toward A to form the spit and toward D. Eastward from the cliVs sand would be added to the littoral zone from the river. The volume of this material would be estimated from predictions of river transport rates for the sediment size range found in the littoral zone. The incident waves would produce a potential net longshore transport rate given by Eq. (8.3). Wave measurements and/or hindcasts would be required to make this determination. If the cliVs and river can produce enough sand to satisfy this potential, the beach along F to H would be dynamically stable. If
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not, sand would be eroded from the western edge of the beach to satisfy the deWcit. Any sand transported by wind to produce the dunes would enter the budget balance by subtracting sand from the beach at F. Dune growth can be estimated from periodic aerial photographs and land surveys If an inlet with a pair of jetties were to be constructed (G) to open the lake to navigation, this budget analysis would indicate the rate at which sand might be trapped at the inlet and the consequent need for sediment bypassing to maintain the beach at H. A dam constructed on the upper watershed of the river would trap some of the sediment that otherwise reaches the littoral zone. This would diminish the volume of sediment available for transport alongshore and contribute to erosion along the shore from F to H. The same can be said for any eVort to stabilize the cliVs between C and D which would diminish the volume of sand available for transport downcoast. Often, it is diYcult to quantify some components of the sediment budget, and rough estimates of these components must be made to balance the budget. The sediment budget is still useful to give an indication of conditions in the study area as well as the potential impact of proposed projects. 8.10 Coastal Entrances At many coastal locations there are inlets that form waterway passages to the interior. Often they are through barrier islands to the bays that are located behind the barrier island. Their primary purpose is usually for vessel navigation to the interior bay or a harbor. They also function for water exchange to improve water quality in the bay or harbor. And some entrances act as Wsh passes to allow for Wsh migration. Most coastal entrances are constructed by dredging the entrance channel and stabilizing it by a pair of jetties (see Figure 8.10, upper left diagram). Some, however, have been formed naturally when storm surge caused a barrier beach to be overwashed and a natural channel to be formed. To stabilize this naturally formed channel, jetties are then constructed. In either case, the channel would be dredged to the desired design depth and usually out to a point seaward of the ends of the jetties where the design depth bottom contour is reached. Jetty systems at channel entrances have the following purposes: .



They control the geometry of the channel for secure navigation. This may include keeping the axis of the channel from meandering and limiting the width of the channel so tide-induced Xow causes a suYciently deep channel to be maintained. There will often be a bar located across the entrance to the channel and seaward of the outer ends of the jetties. A well trained ebb Xow jet will assist in keeping the channel open across the bar.
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.



They limit the deposition of sediment in the channel from both the updrift and downdrift sides; and, related to this, they prevent the channel from migrating along the shore (usually in the downdrift direction).



.



They provide protection to vessels in the navigation channel from wave attack. This may include temporary protection for a Xoating dredge as part of a sediment bypassing system.



The required depth for a navigation channel (measured below Mean Lower Low Water) depends primarily on the channel’s design vessel; i.e. typically the largest vessel that is to use the channel. This depth is the sum of: 1. The design vessel draft. 2. The amount of vertical motion below MLLW that the vessel undergoes owing to wave action. Since wave action is stronger toward the seaward end of the channel, the channel design depth may be greater at the seaward end than along the inner portion of the channel. 3. An additional depth to provide for safe clearance between the design vessel keel and the channel bed. This allowance depends on the Wrmness of the channel bottom. 4. An additional depth for overdredging to allow for some sediment deposition before the channel has to be dredged again. Tobiasson and Kollmeyer (1991) recommend that the channel have a minimum width of 75 feet (22.8m), but if possible, a 100 foot (30.5 m) width is to be preferred. Dredged side slopes plus any clearance space between the dredged channel and the jetty structures would add additional width to the channel. If sailboats not under power are to use the channel, additional width must be allowed for tacking. The reversing Xow through the channel entrance caused by the rising and falling tide plus the seaward Xow from river and surface runoV to the bay will assist to keep the channel open. The resulting ebb and Xood Xow velocities through the channel depend primarily on a relationship between the minimum cross-sectional area of the channel measured below mean sea level (Ac ) and the contributing bay or harbor tidal prism for the spring tide range (P). The tidal prism is the volume of water that Xows into the bay on Xood tide and back out of the bay on ebb tide. O’Brien (1966) gives this relationship for an entrance with two jetties as Ac ¼ 4:69(104 )P0:85 Where Ac and P are given in ft2 and ft3 respectively. Jarrett (1976) gives similar results based on a much more extensive data base. If the calculated Ac value is
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close to the design cross-sectional area based on navigational requirements, then the tide can be counted on to signiWcantly maintain the channel from sand deposition. Bruun (1978) found that the ratio of the tidal prism volume to the annual gross volume of sediment transported past the channel entrance is also an indicator of potential channel entrance shoaling. If this ratio exceeds 150 there is little entrance shoal formation and good entrance Xushing by the tide. As this ratio reduces to around 20 to 50, entrances suVer severe shoaling and require signiWcant maintenance dredging. 8.11 Summary In this chapter we were concerned with shorelines that consisted of a sandy beach. The focus was those nearshore processes that shaped a beach, both in plan and proWle. We also considered the impact of typical coastal structures on beach processes—how to predict these eVects and, where there were negative eVects, how to overcome these negative eVects. Much of coastal engineering relies on design methods that have a strong empirical component (e.g., wave and water level prediction, wave interaction with structures, analysis of the response of coastal structures to wave attack, and prediction of beach processes and their response to coastal structures). Development of these design methodologies therefore requires physical measurements, either in a laboratory or the Weld and often both. This is the focus of the remaining chapter in this text. 8.12 References Bascom, W.N. (1951), ‘‘The Relationship Between Sand Size and Beach-Face Slope,’’ Transactions, American Geophysical Union, December, pp. 866–874. Birkemeier, W.A. (1985), ‘‘Field Data on Seaward Limit of ProWle change,’’ Journal, Waterway, Ports, Coastal and Ocean Division, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 111, pp. 598–602. Bodge, K.R. and Kraus, N.C. (1991), ‘‘Critical Examination of Longshore Transport Rate Magnitude,’’ Proceedings, Coastal Sediments ’91 Conference, American Society of Civil Engineers, Seattle, pp. 139–155. Briand, M.H.G. and Kamphius, J.W. (1990), ‘‘A Micro Computer Based Quasi 3D Sediment Transport Model,’’ Proceedings, 22nd International Conference on Coastal Engineering, American Society of Civil Engineers, Delft, The Netherlands, pp. 2159–2172. Bruun, P. (1954), ‘‘Coast Erosion and the Development of Beach ProWles,’’ Technical Memorandum 44, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Beach Erosion Board, Washington, DC.
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8.13



Problems



1. A sieve analysis of a beach sample yields the following results: Opening Size (mm)



Weight Retained (grams)



2.000 1.414 1.000 0.707 0.500 0.353 0.250 0.177 0.125 0.088 0.062



0 0 0.3 1.7 6.2 27.8 24.1 17.7 15.3 5.0 1.9



Plot the cumulative frequency distribution on log-normal graph paper and determine the median diameter, the phi median diameter, the phi mean diameter, the phi deviation measure, and the phi skewness measure. If the sample were collected on the beach face of a beach directly exposed to ocean waves, estimate the beach face slope.
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2. Estimate the beach face slope for the sample analysis shown in Figure 8.1 which is for a beach on a small lake. 3. A beach consists of quartz sand particles having an average median settling diameter of 0.27 mm. Assume Stokes law is valid to deWne particle settling velocity. Plot, on a graph of wave height H0 versus period T, the line (band) separating eroding and accreting beach proWles. Use a range of H0 and T values common to the ocean environment. Discuss the practical signiWcance of the results indicated by this plot. After a storm, what slope might the beach face have? 4. Waves approach a sand beach and break in water 1.1 m deep, with the wave crests forming an angle of 128 with the shoreline. Estimate the volume of sand that is transported alongshore in one hour. 5. A wave train has a deep water height of 2.5 m and a period of 7 s. It propagates toward the shore across essentially shore parallel bottom contours. In deep water the wave crests lie at an angle of 368 to the bottom contours and shoreline. What is the potential longshore sediment transport volume in a period of one hour? 6. An essentially straight sand beach has a north—south orientation. The net littoral transport is from north to south and owing to sea level rise and a slight deWciency of sediment available for transport the beach suVers continuing erosion. A series of four groins is simultaneously constructed on the upper end of the beach. With a sketch describe the shoreline response. What might you do to overcome any negative impacts on the shoreline? 7. At a tidal inlet on a north—south oriented coastline, the average annual longshore transport is 300,000 m3 to the south mostly during the winter and 130,000 m3 to the north mostly during the summer. The average nearshore beach slope is 1:40 and visual estimates throughout the year yield an average breaker height of 1.1 m. A 100 m wide navigation channel is to be dredged to a depth of 4 m MSL and protected by shore-normal parallel jetties. The mean tide range is 0.9 m. Show, with drawings, and explain the suggested layout of the jetties including a sediment bypassing system. 8. Discuss in detail where it is appropriate to use groins for shore stabilization. For these uses, what precautions must be taken? 9. Explain what information you would need and how you would proceed to predict the plan shape of the beach behind a newly constructed shore parallel oVshore breakwater. 10. From a study of the details of the coastal hydrographic chart provided by your instructor, discuss the features observed and the active coastal zone processes.
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